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The quarter of the
shire where Sam’s
cousin Hal goes
hunting
Also called Amon
Sûl, the Hill of
Wind; Frodo was
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Gondor’s domain
east of the Great
River, which
Boromir reports
has been lost to
forces of Mordor
The mountain
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wounded here
Founded by
Elrond, also called
Rivendell
Called the Great
River, which also
goes through
Gondor
This village, which
has an excellent
inn, sits at the
crossroads of the
Great East Road
and the old North
Road
When they
returned, they saw
trees along the
_______ Road
were cut down
The Farthings are
divided into
folklands; this one
bears the name of
one of Pippin’s
ancestors
A dark and tangled
forest, which
Merry and Pippin
found “dim and
stuffy”
The city wherein
stands Meduseld,
the Golden Hall of
Théoden
The community
just across the
Brandywine River
ferry, where
Brandy Hall sits
Two-word name
for a tower that
Sam thinks was
built to keep
enemies inside
Mordor
Named the “Tower
of Guard,” this
two-word city has
seven concentric
walls to hinder
challengers
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where the
Fellowship was
forced back by
snow
Legolas’s home
resides in this
forest
Another name for
the volcanic
Mount Doom
The stream the
Fellowship
crossed before
being caught by
guards in Lórien
Another name for
the Haunted
Mountain, in
which was the
Door of the Dead
A river that runs
through Isengard
and the gap of
Rohan, out to the
sea
Théoden died at
the battle of
________ Fields
The Great River
falls from Emyn
Muil to marshlands
below; over these
falls went the
funeral boat of
Boromir
The inner tower of
Isengard
The quiet
homeland of the
hobbits
A now-ruined city
by the Great River;
Boromir barely
escaped as it was
overrun by forces
of Mordor
Mount Doom
stood upon this
ﬂat expanse of
plateau
(sometimes called
plains)
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Two regions of
Rohan are the
Westfold and the
_________. Merry
was told the
miasma from
Mordor had
covered the
second.
Named the “Pillars
of the Kings;” vast
grey statues of
Isuldur and
Anárian face each
other across the
Great River
Another name for
the “Tower of
Guard” used in
Rohan
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plains)
The large northwestern region
that encompasses
the hobbit
homeland and
other countries
and peoples
Maps rarely show
this southern
kingdom, merely
saying “Near
______.” Wild and
warlike seafarers
live in this
kingdom.
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